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Speaker and Deputy Speaker, rulings and statements-Cont.
Bill-Cont.

Report stage motions-Cont.
Subamendment, main motion substantive with notice therefore subject to amendment and subamendment,

in order, 8233
Subamendment, moved by minister to own motion, not in order, 8233
Substantive, not in order, 7932-3
Withdrawing, opportunity for other members to speak if mover speaks, 8280

Reported amended from committee, admissibility, 5841-5, 8852, 8865-6
Royal recommendation

Difficulty of changing to cover present and future situations, 8866
Inadequacy, correcting, 8866
Necessary due to charge on consolidated revenue fund, 7317-8
Possibly exceeding scope of ways and means motion, deferring decision, 8707

Second reading
Keeping to principle of bill, 450, 657, 712, 1101, 1154, 1469, 1820, 2092, 2760, 3288, 3442, 3725, 3764,

3774-5, 4690, 5171-2, 5463, 5569, 5715, 6448, 6695, 7366, 7937, 8758, 8760, 8767
Mover speaking second time will close debate, 2226, 7143

Second reading amendment
Deferring decision, 623-4, opposing principle but exceeding scope of bill, not in order, 643-4
Reasoned, new proposition not relevant, not in order, 6081
Subject matter, referring to committee, deferring decision, 650, deals with details of bill, not in order,

667
Seeking same remedy as another bill on unrelated subject, not good practice to debate together, 7366
Third reading

Debate, scope of, 1004
Lack of opening statement by minister, 976
Mover may speak again by unanimous consent, 8405

And no questions to be allowed, 975-6
Third reading amendment

Beyond scope of bill, 2679
And infringes upon financial initiative of Crown, 2666

Debate, scope of, 2703-4
Of questionable effect, allowed, 2703

Budget, subamendment, acceptability, deferring decision, 1533
Business of the House, discontinuing after negative vote on supply item, constitutional point on which

Chair does not rule, 2625
Chair

Asking question of, 2218, 4154
Does not rule on constitutional question, 2625, 5092
Does not rule on questions of law, 9257-8
"Does not see clock", 2522, 3859
Not required to rule in advance but will hear argument, 5067

Committee evidence, reference to may be made to establish chronology of events, but evidence may not be
discussed before report tabled, 617-8, 645

Committee proceedings, reference to, 3575, 5053-4, 5369-70, 5542-3
Committee reports

Containing direct recommendations involving an expenditure, acceptability, 2948, financial initiative
belongs to Crown, committee may only recommend "advisability" of spending money, M. for con-
currence may be put due to importance of report, 3142-3

Amending to insert words "consider the advisability", suggested, 3176
Containing recommendation of substantive nature beyond committee's terms of reference, M. for concur-

rence not in order, 8921, 8925-6
M. for concurrence

Amdt., subject matter of instruction within scope of question referred to committee, not in order, 6641-2
Amdt., substantive, not in order, 3392-3, 6649-50
Debate, scope of, 6650-1
Procedural difficulties, deferring decision, 4241, 5859

Recommendation corrected as to form, M. may be proceeded with, 5913
Request to stand, not debatable, 4242
Same as motion before House under government orders, acceptability, deferring decision, 6712, antici-

pates resumption of debate on like motion, not in order, 6746
Decorum, 998, 2980, 3329, 3068-9, 4255, 5053, 6996
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